
1. Chain Link Fabric is the chain link material itself, and sometime referred to as chain link mesh.  
2. Top Rail runs along the entire length of the fence. Top rail passes through the line loop caps and are  
       held securely to the terminal posts with rail ends and brace bands. 
3. Terminal Posts are used at the ends and corners of fence lines. Also used for gate posts. 
4. Dome Caps are used on terminal (or termination) posts. 
5. Line Posts are set typically 8’-10’ and are used in the fence line between terminal posts.  Line posts  
            are typically not used on fence lines of 11’ or less 
6. Loop Caps are used on the line posts to hold Top Rail. 
7. Tension Bars are used to stretch the fence fabric to the terminal posts and are held in place with  

              tension bands. 
8. Tension Bands are used to hold the tension bars to the terminal posts. 
9. Rail Ends are used to hold the top rail to the terminal posts. 
10. Tension Wire is optional and used the entire length of the fence. Tension wire is secured to the    
                                terminal posts with brace bands.    
11. Brace Bands are used to hold the rail ends and bottom tension wire to the terminal posts. 
12. Tie wires are used to secure the chain link fence fabric to the top rail and line posts. 
13. Hog Rings are used every 2’ to secure the tension wire to the chain link fence fabric. 
14. Chain Link Gates are custom made to order in various heights and widths. 
15. Male Hinges has a 5/8” hinge pin and secure to the terminal post. 
16. Female Hinges secure to the gate upright and support the 5/8” pin of the male post hinges. 
17. Drop Fork Latches secure to the gate upright with a collar set. 
18. Drop Fork Collar Set is used to hold the fork latch to the gate.  
 
 
 
 


